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Introduction: A new lateral approach
In the second decade of the 21st century, globalisation and the digital revolution have made culture, in all its manifestations, a powerful vehicle for building global relationships and creating business. It was once said, in international relations, that culture follows commerce; however, this chapter sees culture as commerce itself and as a means of leading to greater commercial relations via knowledge transfer. It sees culture as a broad reciprocal phenomenon. While on the one hand, the flow of Australian cultural products into Latin America serves to enhance our profile in the region and also provides access for our artists to one of the largest markets in the world, on the other hand, the flow of Latin American culture into Australia has many significant benefits. Indeed, in terms of advancing Australia's strategic relationship with Latin America, the role of culture-especially popular music, dance and food-can be seen both as a means of developing a sadly lacking awareness and understanding of the region in this country and as a means of expanding existing-and developing new-commercial activities for Australians in Australia via the popularity and proliferation of Latin American culture. All these connections will generate economic benefits for Australia and Latin America.
However, a relationship cannot flourish in ignorance and apathy. This chapter seeks to make recommendations that will make the cultural context of AustraliaLatin American relations more productive. It is time to implement a lateral approach; to use a multi-faceted strategy in which culture can play a vital role. The chapter argues that while continuing calls for government to make Latin America a higher priority in terms of policy initiatives, the recent burgeoning popularity of Latin American culture in Australia should be harnessed and promoted as a means of increasing Australia's familiarity with and knowledge of Latin America and thus our connections to the region. This organic shift in consciousness and understanding will in turn help to create the conditions in which the potential of Latin America as a region for advancing Australian interests will permeate government, business, the education sector and the general community. Latin American culture can therefore be used in Australia to stimulate benefits for Australians, both domestically and in Latin America. In short, the link between culture and the overall strategic relationship with the region is that greater cognisance will lead to greater engagement on all levels.
Despite heroic efforts and achievements in the past by people such as Justin Macdonnell and organisations including the Australia Latin American Foundation (ALAF), a fragmented, piecemeal approach has been the hallmark of culture's role in Australia's relationship with Latin America. Accomplishments are manifest, but relatively modest: Australia needs to use the extraordinary domestic explosion of interest in Latin American culture to its best advantage.
Advancing strategic links must be seen as a multi-pronged integrated strategy, with each sector considered in this book doing what it does best. The role of culture is primarily to create appreciation and understanding, but it can also be profitable in itself. From a macro perspective, the promotion of Latin American culture in Australia as part of a total strategy makes sense. Linked together with all the other components analysed within this volume-such as trade, investment, and the education sector-we can promote and advance a reciprocal strategic relationship. If culture can put Latin America on the radar in Australia and vice versa, then all sorts of mutual benefits will flow. Some people may see this use of culture as somewhat nebulous, but it could be argued that this is the key role of culture in any broad strategic plan: its ability to create a knowledge platform from which to develop trade relationships.
This lateral approach also comprises boundless economic opportunities for people in Australia to gain from the popularity of domestic Latin American culture. In purely economic terms, Latin American culture in this country is becoming an important area of commercial activity for Australian business, via sales of recorded and now online music, as well through the proliferation of entertainment venues, dance schools and concert tours. In addition, there has been an explosion of interest in the region's cuisine.
Each part of this chapter will provide an assessment of the present situation in historical perspective, identify the major stakeholders, and also suggest future strategies in order to enhance our relationship with Latin America using culture as one key to connections and commerce. Part 1 examines Australia's cultural presence in Latin America, while Part 2 analyses Latin American culture in Australia. Finally a number of general recommendations are set out for future directions.
Part 1: Australia's cultural presence in Latin America
The present situation The identification of Indigenous connections here is of great importance. Both Australia and Latin America have traditionally been guilty of tragically hypocritical approaches to their original inhabitants. On the one hand, there are mutual histories of dispossession, cultural destruction and racism. Yet when it comes to the construction and marketing of identifiable national symbols and cultural products by some commercial organisations, the use of stereotyped images of Indigenous peoples and indeed animals has been clearly exploitative. Let us hope that all future collaborations will be directed and conducted by the Indigenous peoples themselves on their terms. The theme of the Summit, Creative Intersections, was explored by over 80 speakers who provoked wide-ranging debate around the role of innovative government policy in facilitating intersections between the arts and other sectors for the benefit of the broader community, including health and well-being, education, environmental action, business, international aid, social inclusion and digital technologies. This Australian-Latin American 'Pacific Rim' continuity between the two Summits provides an ideal opportunity to enhance dialogue on cultural collaboration.
In 2010, the Victorian state government published a vision statement for the enhancement of that state's relationship with Latin America. The 29-page document included trade, investment and culture and acknowledged that culture through music, the visual arts and theatrical projects had a significant role to play in establishing connections. According to the report, 'a number of projects are being pursued by Victorian arts and cultural organisations in 2010-2013:
• Museum Victoria pursued the opportunity to host a touring exhibition from Mexico on Aztec culture in 2010-11.
• Latin America featured in a new forward plan around international touring being developed by the Melbourne Symphony Orchestra. The Melbourne Symphony Orchestra actively pursued Latin American touring opportunities including a visit to Chile.
• The Australian Centre for Contemporary Art extended its international tour of a prestigious Patricia Piccinini sculpture exhibition (Singapore, India and Japan) including Mexico in 2010-11.
• Multicultural Arts Victoria was invited by the Chilean Bicentenary
Commission to send a culturally diverse music ensemble, Melbourne Ska, to perform in three locations in northern Chile in 2010.'
Many Brazilians I've encountered in Rio, São Paulo, Salvador, Recife and other cities have a fascination for Australia and are quick to point out the similarities, such as our beaches, rainforests, deserts and climate. They also comment on the relative youthfulness of our colonial histories and how we share a relaxed lifestyle…. they are often surprised and delighted when they learn of my knowledge and expertise in samba, choro and bossa nova, and are enthusiastic about how this musical dialogue has developed.
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At the micro level, these artistic encounters are encouraging and very helpful.
Mention must also be made here of a number of Australian rock bands that have great popularity in Latin America. These include AC/DC, INXS and, in the past, Men at Work, as well as bands that fall within the surfie sub-culture. Although internationally fans are aware that certain groups happen to be Australian, the problem is that our contemporary musical culture is derived from Anglo and US genres, so, in comparison to Latin American music, most of our music lacks a clear identity overseas. 
Future strategies
In order to promote the cultural presence of Australia in Latin America, two further strategies in addition to those already discussed ought to be implemented. As a second additional strategy, there should be a strict policy of clearly identifying Australian performers in Latin America. This is especially crucial in the genres of street theatre and outdoor concerts. As most Australian performing artists address universal themes and rightly eschew clichéd cultural stereotypes, accompanying promotional content would help to ensure that mass audiences linked these performances to Australia.
Each of the initiatives discussed in this section has served to promote the presence of quality Australian performers in Latin America and are of great merit. They should not only continue, but be expanded. They serve to raise Australia's profile as a diverse, sophisticated, and developed nation in the eyes of Latin American audiences. While most of them target niche demographics, taken together they can reach a range of people from influential elites, in the case of concert hall performances, to sections of the general public during street theatre. The flow of Australian cultural products into Latin America serves to enhance our profile in the region and also provides access for our artists to one of the largest markets in the world. Nevertheless, as we shall see in Part 2, it may well be on the home front that culture can make the most dynamic contribution to this strategic relationship.
Part 2: Latin American culture in Australia
The popularity of Latin American popular culture in Australia has undergone steady growth since the 1980s and is presently experiencing a significant boom. Prior to the 1980s, interest in Latin American culture was generally confined to a small group of academics and activists. But from the late 1970s, inner-suburban gentrification was linked to the rise of a young, educated and sophisticated urban demographic. This group developed a distinct appetite for cultural exotica and as a consequence the market expanded for 'Third World' food, music and culture in general.
In terms of food, this market was catered for by the wave of immigration that flowed into Australia after the abolition of the White Australia Policy. However, for other forms of culture such as music and dance, the market for exotica took another course. As immigration from Latin America to Australia had not been similar to the levels experienced from Asia, our experience of the region has been characterised by a distinct lack of knowledge. Paradoxically, this situation has served to fuel the perception of the exotic for anything deriving from Latin America. When added to the inherent sensory and sensual appeal of Latin America's hybrid culture, consisting of Indigenous, Iberian, and African elements, the exotic appeal of the region's culture has had particular resonance with the predominantly inner-suburban, educated and middle-class audience. In this period-the 1980s to the mid-1990s-genres such as salsa and tango rapidly gained popularity. In terms of immigration, one must add that while the numbers of Latin Americans coming to Australia has been relatively small, migrants from Chile, El Salvador, Argentina, Uruguay and more recently Colombia and Brazil have played a key role in forming musical groups that service the public's appetite for Latin music.
Since the mid-1990s another factor has served to expand the appeal of Latin American culture in Australia: the explosion of a visible and assertive Latino culture in the United States. The globalised US-driven music industry now serves to spread interest in Latin music and this has captured a new Australian audience, both younger and more diverse, that regularly listens and dances to contemporary genres of Latin American music. These range from modern techno-salsa and merengue to Latin hip-hop and reggaeton. The music emanates from countries such as Colombia, Peru, Argentina, Mexico and Brazil, and not just the United States. There is also a strong demand for music from Cuba.
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The present situation
Recorded music
In recent years the recorded music industry has been undergoing a revolution in delivery formats. Digital media such as MP3/MP4 formats and, increasingly, online streaming are rapidly replacing physical formats such as CDs, and 'while revenue levels are adjusting to the change due to cheaper prices and piracy, the market for music will continue to grow in the long term'. 15 According to the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) figures, the wholesale value of recorded music sales in Australia for the year ending 31 December 2012 totalled $398.1 million. These figures come during a period of dramatic transition in delivery systems. In 2007 digital sales accounted for $39.9 million in sales value. By 2012 this number had risen to $184.3 million.
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In global terms, during 2009 'Digital music sales, which include song downloads, mobile music, online subscriptions and streaming via advertising-supported services [such as YouTube] grew by 24 per cent globally to $US3.78 billion.' 17 By 2012 that figure reached US$5.6 billion. Leading providers of digital music include iTunes, Amazon.com, and bigpondmusic.com, while delivery systems include mobile phones, iPods, digital music systems, and of course all forms of computers. In general terms, whether physical or online, music is big business.
Based on the figures for 2012, in Australia retail sales of World Music are estimated at around five per cent of total sales, equivalent to around $20m in value, of which approximately 70 per cent, or more than $14m in value, is Latin American music. In short, music from the region is overwhelmingly the most popular form of World Music and importantly, while beginning from a low base compared to other genres, the potential for growth is considerable.
18 While one could argue that the majority of profit from the sale of digital music in Australia does not accumulate here, in terms of the range and accessibility of Latin music now available in Australia, the digital revolution has been a boon for the growth of our interest in Latin American music. 
Concert tours
Linked to the growing popularity of Latin American culture is a proliferation of concert tours undertaken by individual artists, bands, and increasingly by showcase productions that present aspects of musical culture from the region. Tours by Latin American musical groups go back to the 1970s, when Chilean Nueva Canción ensembles including Inti-Illimani and Quilapayún drew a predominantly politically motivated audience. By the 1990s the worldwide phenomenon of the Buena Vista Social Club led to a succession of popular tours that showcased Cuban music and in many ways served as a massive stimulus to the popularity of Latin American music in Australia. Further, between 2009 and 2013 numerous shows dealing with Brazilian and Cuban musical culture toured Australia.
Venues: Live music and clubs
In Melbourne and Sydney and other capital cities there is now an abundance of venues that present Latin American music every week. The audiences for these clubs are drawn from a demographic range, but the vast majority are people from non-Latin American backgrounds, confirming the argument that Latin music clearly moves beyond its ethnic base. Local musicians, many of who are migrants from Latin America, service Australia's music and dance venues, but, increasingly, recorded Latin music provided by DJs is used in clubs. While this is bad news for live music entertainers in the capital cities, it is at least a relatively cheap means of spreading the experience and consumption of Latin American culture.
Festivals
There is a significant number of Latin American cultural community festivals held each year in Australia. While the various multicultural communities from Latin America and Iberia usually organise these events, the attendance at the major festivals derives overwhelmingly from the general public. Once again the inherent exotica and sensuality of Latin American culture serves to draw a broad range of patrons to these festivals. At the events most of the traders are involved in domestic commercial activities that relate to Latin American culture, ranging from music sellers to restaurant owners, and have stalls showcasing their products. In Melbourne, the annual Hispanic-Latin American Festival held in Johnson St, Fitzroy has become a major attraction, while the Chilean Festival held each year at Sandown Park draws significant crowds. The South American Festival at the Bondi Pavilion features Sydney's large Brazilian community and both the Darling Harbour Fiesta-Latin Dance and Music Festival and the Sydney Salsa Congress are also indicative of the Latin American cultural boom in Australia.
The other type of festival attracting the general public to Latin American culture is the state arts festival, of which there are several examples. While presenting a diversity of artistic activities, these have tended in recent years to include performance groups from Latin America. These appearances often link with national concert tours already mentioned. In 2012 the Melbourne International Arts Festival, the Sydney Festival, the Adelaide Festival of the Arts, the Brisbane Festival, and the Perth International Arts Festival all featured artists from Latin America.
Online information services
Perhaps the most important means of disseminating information regarding Latin American culture in Australia is the emergence, in Melbourne and Sydney, of websites that provide extensive news of events and especially music and dance venues and schools. These online services have become the main conduits for publicising events and are favoured by contemporary aficionados. The main websites are in Melbourne, Latin Lover and Latinhub; and in Sydney, Viva Magazine and spanishaustralia.
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Dance
One of the most popular manifestations of Latin American culture in Australia has been dance. Thousands of people regularly frequent dance schools to learn various forms of Latin dancing such as tango and salsa as well as the Brazilian martial arts/dance form capoeira.
An additional dimension to dance has been the emergence in Australia of Latin American-related exercise classes. The Zumba dance fitness phenomenon was created by dancer and choreographer Alberto ('Beto') Pérez in Colombia during the 1990s, but is now based in Florida. It provides a frenetic workout to the rhythms of predominantly Latin American-based musical forms such as cumbia, salsa, merengue, mambo, cha-cha, reggaeton, samba and tango. In Australia there appear to be over 1,000 different classes available to people who are drawn to this potent mix of sensual Latin American culture and the developed world's obsession with weight loss and fitness.
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Food and drink
The engagement of Australians with Latin American cuisine is certainly one area of cultural appreciation that should be part of a greater cultural knowledge strategy. Australia has for some time embraced the Cal-Tex-Mex Americanised versions of Mexican food, but the magnificent complexity and diversity of Mexico's cuisine has had little exposure in this country. One recent development with potential for disseminating a broader appreciation of Latin American food is Melbourne food expert Stephanie Alexander's keen interest in the region. On a trip to Mexico she linked her home town with a dish that no Australian diner would have enjoyed at a local Mexican chain restaurant; she recounted asking a market vendor in Mexico 'how to prepare the nopales-after all, I walk past stands of prickly pear along the banks of the Yarra River and might give it a go sometime'.
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The present trajectory of Mexican cuisine in Australia has been polarised. At the top end of the market, the present fad for up-market 'Modern-Mex' cuisine has led to the proliferation of very popular and expensive restaurants that serve creative versions of Mexican classics. At the other end of the spectrum, the socalled 'Taco Truck' phenomenon has brought late-night mobile Mexican food to the streets with locations announced through social media.
The cuisine of Brazil is yet another genre which is underdeveloped in Australia. In this country Brazilian restaurants have chosen to concentrate predominantly on the southern Brazilian tradition of Churrascarias. The extraordinary food of Bahia, which includes an array of African flavours, would be an exciting addition to the culinary landscape of Australia. SBS should be encouraged to produce a television series that concentrates on Latin American food in all its diversity.
As for beverages, Mexican beer and spirits are well established here and probably increase familiarity with Latin America-hopefully beyond stereotypical images. One area that could be promoted is the world of Cuban cocktails based on rum produced in Cuba. The Mojito, Daiquiri, and Cuba Libre are well suited to the Australian climate and are becoming very popular.
Film
Film is yet another cultural medium that can be used for promoting familiarity and knowledge of Latin America. In Melbourne, for over a decade, the Filmoteca group has led the way in bringing Latin American films to the Australian public. Also there are a number of annual film festivals that concentrate on films from the region. Indeed, there has been a virtual explosion in the popularity of Latin American cinema in Australia, with the Melbourne and Sydney Latin American Film Festivals as outstanding examples and the La Mirada Film Festival also providing ' A showcase of contemporary and timeless film classics from Spain and Latin America'. 
Education
Education is an invisible Australian export: the country provides educational services to Latin America by attracting fee-paying students from the region. However, the teaching of university-level subjects in Australia involving Latin American history, politics and culture also has a role to play in enhancing our nation's knowledge of the region. In particular, Victoria's La Trobe University has pioneered the use of popular culture as a means of teaching Latin American history. Indeed, in 1976 La Trobe's Institute of Latin American Studies (ILAS) became Australia's first academic centre dedicated to the study of Latin America, and since then has been involved in teaching and conducting research on the region. Over the past 17 years, ILAS's summer and winter Intensive Schools have specialised in using popular culture as a vehicle to bring knowledge of Latin America to both students and the general public in Victoria.
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Over the years universities in other states began to offer subjects that dealt with the region, many of which had some cultural components, especially University of New South Wales and Flinders University of South Australia. In recent times, University of Technology, Sydney, University of Queensland, Sydney University, University of Western Sydney, The Australian National University, Melbourne University and Monash University have all begun to focus on Iberian and Latin American areas of study.
The founding of the Association of Iberian and Latin American Studies of Australasia (AILASA) in 1993 was an important milestone, as its agenda was to:
• promote research into and the teaching of Iberian and Latin American Studies in Australasia; • promote the professional development of its members; • promote public recognition of and interest in the Iberian Peninsula and Latin America; • stimulate and encourage interchange between Australasia and the Iberian Peninsula and Latin America; and • coordinate and rationalise available resources among member institutions through the interchange of students, teachers and resources.
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But overall, while there has been a very welcome increase in the proliferation of subjects dealing with language and literature, there needs to be increased support for teaching and research in disciplines such as Latin American History, Politics, Cultural Studies, Sociology and Economics. artworks that addressed topics such as: Me, My family and home, My school, You and me, Our world, My country, My city, etc. Images of the artworks were exchanged via a website and discussed in class. According to Leiva, the pilot produced impressive results.
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Projects such as this are invaluable in creating awareness in the next generation of the world beyond Australia: the innovative use of contemporary technology via the internet is to be applauded. In the context of Australia and Latin America we see here the use of a cultural medium as a means of enhancing connections, recognition and understanding.
Future strategies
In order to consolidate the presence of Latin American culture in Australia a number of strategies should be implemented. The recent explosion in the popularity of Latin American culture should be encouraged, harnessed and used as a means of increasing Australia's consciousness and knowledge of the region by promoting and funding public festivals and events involving Latin American music, dance and food. Furthermore, support should be provided through COALAR for increasing the development of educational resources in Australia aimed at teaching courses that deal with Latin American culture and Latin American Studies in general, as well as the Spanish and Portuguese languages. In addition, the implementation of programs such as Mi amigo internacional (My international friend) should be encouraged in order to benefit a wide range of schools. Bringing cultural exchange to the level of secondary education will create a platform of knowledge that will produce benefits for Australia and Latin America.
Summary of recommendations and future directions
Cultural policy should play a role in a multi-pronged integrated strategy designed to advance Australia's strategic relationship with Latin America, both here and in Latin America. This cohesive approach should involve all the sectors covered in this volume and could well be coordinated by an organisation such as COALAR. The particular role of cultural relations is both educational and commercial and must harness the recent explosion of popularity of Latin American culture in Australia. The crucial linkage is culture's power as both a means of increasing Australia's connection to the region and providing profitable goods and services within the domestic market, especially those markets involving Latin American music, dance and food.
In terms of Australia's cultural presence in Latin America, the guidelines outlined in Justin Macdonnell's, Australia's Cultural Presence in Latin America: Programs and Prospects, should continue to be followed, in conjunction with the Australia Council (OZARTS) and the Australia Latin America Foundation (ALAF). In addition, during performances in Latin America, Australian artists should be more clearly identified, and in both Australia and Latin America exhibitions should be mounted which emphasise the historical links between the regions. Support should be given through COALAR for increasing the development of educational resources in Australia aimed at teaching courses that deal with Latin American culture and languages as well as Latin American Studies in general. Ultimately, in terms of advancing Australia's strategic relationship with Latin America, the role of culture-especially popular music, dance and food-should be seen as a powerful means of developing awareness and understanding of the Latin American region in this country; more crucially, it should be recognised as a means of expanding existing, and developing new commercial activities for Australians. We must harness the boom. In the end, all of these connections will generate economic benefits for both Australia and Latin America. 
